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Activities with Rustic Pathways Students: 27th June,, 18th July, 25th
July 2015

During this month, we had visitors from rustic pathw
pathways.
ays. They visited to school three
times with different students, for cultural and traditional exchange with Burmese ethnic
students.

27th June

On the 27th June they visited again an
and helped the students with their weekend duties.
duties
Normally, students have three duties every Saturday morning: cleaning, cooking, and
gardening. So they divided into three group
groups to help the students in each of these duties.
Afterwards they joined the craft before everyone had lunch together. Then,
Then later in the
afternoon, they followed the students to play football.

18th July

On the 18th July they visited for the third time for this year. They
hey participated in students’
duties as before. Then they played football with Minmahaw boy team and girls teams.
team

25th July

This visit was a little different from the previous visits because the Rustic Pathways
students were a soccer team and their purpose was to play football with Minmahaw
students in addition to the usual cultural.. Friday evening was the first day of their two
day visit to school and our students gave a presentation about Minmahaw.
Minmahaw On Saturday
morning, they visited to school again and they helped with students' duties. Then they
played football with Minmahaw
ahaw boys team and girls team from 2 pm to 5pm. Everyone
was happy and there was lots of communication wi
with
th each other. Also R
Rustic Pathways
students donated some sport equipment to school.

About School Craft (Income
ncome generation)

Every year, we have school craft for fund raising. Items are usually knitted hats and
clothes, handmade necklaces and earrings
earring which are sold to visitors and students. It was
working with students who had interest and experience to do craft things, but not only
students who can make but also working with students
student who were learning to make craft.
Also every Saturday, craft group
up was working at 10:30am. Monthly,
Monthly, they donated the
money they collected to school during the school assembly time.

4th July, Community cleaning

At the end of every month, we ha
have community cleaning with MHEP (Minmahaw Higher
Education Program) students. The 4th July wass the first community cleaning day for 20152015
16 academic year. Our aim was to get a healthy and neat environment around the school.
Also this was a kind of way to communicate and cooperate
co
with MHEP our sister school.
school
We commenced cleaning in front of MHEP at 9:00am. Also boys cut the grass around the
neighborhood and girls were collecting rubbish and grass
grass along the road. Some of them
cleaned the drain beside the road. Everyone got tired but they were happy and satisfied
about their cleaning because the school environment was fresh and pure around the
neighborhood.. They finished community cleaning with drinking juice at 11:30am.

17th July, Super Friday Activities

Everyone will not be forget on 17th July because that day was the superb Friday and have
many fun activities for all of them.
em. No teachers were at school because of some situation,
situation
soo staff took the response for teaching. Also they discussed with TE (Teacher Education)
students who were studying and practicing about teaching method at school.
school The reason
for discussion with TE students was to take some class
class in that day. At the superb Friday,
staff took three class including debating class, designing poster and roll play called “the
little red hen”. TE students took two classes with fun activities
activities.. Then they sequenced
timetable for five classes. The sequence of timetable was started with staff and after staff
teaching, TE students took the class and they taught play activities with groups as

stations then staff taught again. Each of class took one hour and twenty minutes.
minutes After
one class, students had 10 minutes break. School finished at 3:30pm.

Roll Play called “The Little Red Hen”

Teaching started at 8am. Firstly, KoKoOo explained about role play. Then Moe Saung
Phwe divided the students into 7 groups. What they had to do was to perform “The little
red hen” story with action and
nd sound as the story’s characters.
characters. Before they perform the
story in front of everyone, they had 20 minutes to practice with their group. Everyone
created fantastic performances with animal sound and action
action.

Debating Class

The third class was debating with Wai Nyi Nyi and Thein Zaw. At first Wai Nyi Nyi
showed a documentary called "11 things you didn't know about North Korea". Then he
explained about the documentary to students. After that he divided two groups and gave a
topic. Students had 10 minutes to discuss with their team. Also some students were
audience who vote for con and pro. For those students, Thein Zaw explained about voting

of them had 2 minutes to debate. Also they had 1 minute to discuss with group before next
debate. After their competition, they had voting time from some students. When they vote
for con
n and pro, they had to close their eyes and raise their hands to vote. Then staff
announced the winner for debating team.

Poster Designing Class

After lunch time, students had poster designing class with Kyi Kyi
Kyi. First step, she
explained about designing poster. After that, she let the students discuss and choose
ch
their
topic within their group.. Then they had 15 minutes to design their poster. Whe
When they
finished designing,, they had time to show their poster. After that student
student, management
and teachers had to vote for their poster. The loser had to dance for everyone. Then eeach of
the teams had to explain the definition of their poster.

Activities with TE

After roll play, students had many activities with TE students. They div
divided students in to
four groups and used four rooms at school. Each of room had three TE students and they
taught a different activity in each of these classes. Students spent 15 minutes in each of
the classes and then changed
d to the next class.

